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15 At-Home Dumbbell Workouts
In this guide, you’ll find dumbbell workouts you can do at home. These workouts 
are organized by workout type — full body, upper body, and lower body — as 
well as by length, so that you can always find a workout to fit the time you have 
available to you, whether that’s 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 minutes.

You can navigate directly to the workout you want by clicking the link below:

FULL-BODY DUMBBELL WORKOUTS:
• 10 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
• 15 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
• 20 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
• 25 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
• 30 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout

UPPER BODY DUMBBELL WORKOUTS:
• 10 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
• 15 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
• 20 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
• 25 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
• 30 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout

LOWER BODY DUMBBELL WORKOUTS:
• 10 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
• 15 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
• 20 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
• 25 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
• 30 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout

http://www.girlsgonestrong.com


  Click on any exercise to see a demo video.
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FULL-BODY WORKOUTS

10 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 10 minutes. Perform 8 reps of each exercise for the first round, then 7 
reps for the second round, then 6… working your way down to 1 rep for each exercise, 
or until the timer goes off. Rest 5 to 10 seconds between each exercise, or 
as needed. 

1. Dumbbell hang cleans to thrusters 

2. Dumbbell single-leg Romanian deadlifts to rows (complete all reps on each side)

15 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 15 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 1 to 2 
minutes between each round. 

1. Perform 8 1.5-rep dumbbell goblet squats.

2. Perform 8 one-arm dumbbell bent-over rows on each side. 

3. Perform 8 single-leg dumbbell Romanian deadlifts with kickstand on each side.

4. Perform 8 1.5-rep dumbbell floor presses.

20 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 20 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 1 to 2 
minutes between each round. 

1. Perform 10 bodyweight walk-outs to push-ups. 

2. Perform 10 dumbbell goblet squats. 

3. Perform 10 dumbbell bent-over rows. 

4. Perform 10 dumbbell Romanian deadlifts. 

5. Perform 10 dumbbell overhead presses.

https://youtu.be/4o_QG2_7FD4
https://youtu.be/pPX0wTgbq0w
https://youtu.be/oMbjCL-7190
https://youtu.be/R89a0xdHYHc
https://youtu.be/ijUZ6THKBRk
https://youtu.be/mu2VT3Z-CN0
https://youtu.be/Dq8ErSsp9Xc
https://youtu.be/62bDZajYJm0
https://youtu.be/wXXjkxKKMlM
https://youtu.be/Q6Pd4H5ey-M
https://youtu.be/b2jBJH3mzmc
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25 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 25 minutes. Perform 8 reps of each exercise for the first round, then 
10 reps for the second round, then 12… working your way up until the timer goes 
off. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between each exercise, and 1 to 2 minutes between each 
round. Do as many rounds as you can with good form in 25 minutes. 

1. Dumbbell single-leg Romanian deadlifts (complete all reps on each side)

2. Dumbbell lateral raises 

3. Walking lunges (complete all reps on each side, alternating) 

4. Biceps curls

30 Minute Full-Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 30 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds 
as possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 1 to 2 
minutes between each round. 

1. Perform 12 dumbbell goblet squats.

2. Perform 12 dumbbell overhead presses. 

3. Perform 12 dumbbell Romanian deadlifts. 

4. Perform 12 dumbbell bent-over rows. 

5. Perform 12 jumping alternating bodyweight lunges (or regular split squats) 
on each side.

http://www.girlsgonestrong.com
https://youtu.be/pAEP-8hRqD8
https://youtu.be/Vz8SNVJjUdY
https://youtu.be/XiEEtwstdg0
https://youtu.be/fOz3w9J0zgI
https://youtu.be/62bDZajYJm0
https://youtu.be/b2jBJH3mzmc
https://youtu.be/Q6Pd4H5ey-M
https://youtu.be/wXXjkxKKMlM
https://youtu.be/BZWrGabX_rU
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UPPER BODY WORKOUTS

10 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 10 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 60 seconds 
between each round. 

1. Perform 8 biceps curls to overhead presses. 

2. Perform 8 dumbbell pullovers. 

3. Perform 8 1.5-rep floor presses. 

4. Perform 8 alternating bent-over rows on each side.

15 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 15 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 60 seconds 
between each round. 

1. Perform 10 1.5-rep floor presses. 

2. Perform 10 renegade rows on each side. 

3. Perform 10 lying dumbbell triceps extensions. 

4. Perform 10 dumbbell lateral raises.

20 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 20 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 60 seconds 
between each round. 

1. Perform 10 dumbbell thrusters. 

2. Perform a dumbbell farmer’s carry for 15 paces. 

3. Perform 10 renegade rows on each side. 

4. Perform a dumbbell farmer’s carry for 15 paces.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apdkncsFGio
https://youtu.be/gEbpSjFBpCk
https://youtu.be/mu2VT3Z-CN0
https://youtu.be/bJlA3OCQLfk
https://youtu.be/mu2VT3Z-CN0
https://youtu.be/Rak4TClWH-4
https://youtu.be/JPdQ7Ph2wkg
https://youtu.be/Vz8SNVJjUdY
https://youtu.be/TTAPRpdH9Ck
https://youtu.be/zDjBc2tJ358
https://youtu.be/Rak4TClWH-4
https://youtu.be/zDjBc2tJ358
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25 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 25 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds as 
possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 60 seconds 
between each round. 

1. Perform 10 dumbbell hang cleans to thrusters. 

2. Perform 10 dumbbell bent-over rows. 

3. Perform 10 1.5-rep chest presses. 

4. Perform 10 dumbbell biceps curls.

5. Perform 10 lying dumbbell triceps extensions.

30 Minute Upper Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 30 minutes. Perform 8 to 10 reps of each exercise, resting 60 seconds 
between each. Aim to complete 4 to 6 rounds of this circuit in 30 minutes. 

1. Alternating dumbbell bench presses (complete all reps on each side, 
alternating) 

2. Dumbbell pullovers
3. Biceps curls to overhead presses 

4. One-arm bent-over rows (complete all reps on each side) 

5. Slow mountain climbers (complete all reps on each side, alternating)

http://www.girlsgonestrong.com
https://youtu.be/4o_QG2_7FD4
https://youtu.be/wXXjkxKKMlM
https://youtu.be/mu2VT3Z-CN0
https://youtu.be/fOz3w9J0zgI
https://youtu.be/JPdQ7Ph2wkg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYRPwrL6BAY&list=PL0MNU3hL6U1euQoJh8rFD3MFnhl73cFPb&index=135&t=0s
https://youtu.be/gEbpSjFBpCk
https://youtu.be/apdkncsFGio
https://youtu.be/R89a0xdHYHc
https://youtu.be/1IJYLd1QwiU
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LOWER BODY WORKOUTS

10 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 10 minutes. Perform 10 reps of each exercise for the first round, then 
8 reps for the second round, then 6… working your way down with each round 
until the timer goes off. Aim to have at least three rounds completed with good 
form in 10 minutes. 

1. 1.5-rep Romanian deadlifts 

2. Dumbbell goblet squats 

3. Dumbbell split squats (complete all reps on each side)

15 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 15 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds 
as possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 1 to 2 
minutes between each round. 

1. Perform 10 dumbbell front squats.

2. Perform 10 1.5-rep single-leg Romanian deadlifts with kickstand. 

3. Perform 10 dumbbell split squats on each side. 

4. Perform 10 dumbbell glute bridges.

20 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 15 minutes. Perform the following circuit, doing as many rounds 
as possible with good form. Rest 15 to 30 seconds between exercises, and 1 to 2 
minutes between each round. 

1. Perform 10 dumbbell Bulgarian split squats on each side.

2. Perform 10 dumbbell glute bridges.

3. Perform 10 dumbbell reverse lunges on each side.

4. Perform 10 marching planks on each side (alternating).

https://youtu.be/Q7VBFBIWLN8
https://youtu.be/62bDZajYJm0
https://youtu.be/hLEztP9QBa8
https://youtu.be/hzOQLwnSL5E
https://youtu.be/qL3pVdOuSy4
https://youtu.be/hLEztP9QBa8
https://youtu.be/54NBNHe-6Ko
https://youtu.be/60C-p_M3Bk4
https://youtu.be/54NBNHe-6Ko
https://youtu.be/qeJ3Si5r5y0
https://youtu.be/YXf3zL2JZUQ
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25 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 25 minutes. Perform 8 to 10 reps of each exercise, resting 60 seconds 
between each. Aim to complete 4 to 6 rounds of this circuit in 25 minutes. 

1. Dumbbell front squats
2. 1.5-rep Romanian deadlifts
3. Walking lunges (complete all reps on each side, alternating)

4. Dumbbell glute bridges
5. Jump squats

30 Minute Lower Body Dumbbell Workout
Set a timer for 30 minutes. Perform 10 reps of each exercise, resting 30 seconds 
between each. Aim to complete 4 to 6 rounds of this circuit in 30 minutes. 

1. Perform 10 dumbbell lateral lunges each side. 

2. Perform 10 dumbbell hip thrusts. 

3. Perform 10 dumbbell step-ups each side. 

4. Perform 10 single-leg dumbbell Romanian deadlifts each side.

Girls Gone Strong (GGS) provides the information, content and/or data contained within this document(s) for informational 
purposes only. GGS does not provide medical advice, and the information should not be construed or used as such. Consult 
your physician on all matters relating to your health. You hereby agree that you shall not make any health- or medical-
related decision based in whole or in part on anything contained here.

http://www.girlsgonestrong.com
https://youtu.be/hzOQLwnSL5E
https://youtu.be/Q7VBFBIWLN8
https://youtu.be/XiEEtwstdg0
https://youtu.be/54NBNHe-6Ko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IfqrxS_-8oU
https://youtu.be/pJHJHQu7TS8
https://youtu.be/ygs95DJ5yZs
https://youtu.be/9pCLjZNrZMw
https://youtu.be/pAEP-8hRqD8

